
Welcome Home, Dreamers!

 The council of Magus Island and the Departments of Mind and Planar 
Studies are happy to see you safely returned from your unexpected 
journey. I am sure you are disoriented and have a lot of questions, so we 
have written this handy brochure to bring you up to speed for the goings 
on of the last 2 6 9 12 18 25 months!

Q: What happened?

A: An event we have colloquially called “The Sleeping Sickness” emerged 
from unknown sources in Blusterwind 3920, spreading through the 
standing stones that are dotted all across this continent. A small 
percentage of people near said stone circles were transported into the 
Plane of Dreams, leaving behind a spectral image of themselves asleep 
where they stood. Attempted interactions with these images (physical, 
metaphysical, or otherwise) yielded no response.

Q: I was asleep the whole time?

A: Yes, as far as we can tell. Your body, though, was not present. We believe 
your mind and body were somehow brought into the Plane of Dreams.

Q: Are there any side effects?

A: Possible side effects may include unclear memory, difficulty with 
grounded logic, distorted perception of time, and drowsiness. Additional 
or prolonged side effects should be reported to your local Magus Island 
field representative.

Q: Where am I?

A: This is the Research Center in the southeastern hills of Estrados, 
located near a set of fairly isolated standing stones. The stones will 
open their normal teleportation gate very soon and you will be able to 
return to your place of origin.

Q: What happened in <Insert Place Here> since I was gone?

A: We obviously can’t answer every possible iteration of this question, 
so instead we will try to go over some of the more broad events that may 
impact you:



 There have been no major wars in the last two years. In fact, many 
government representatives were brought to peace talks in light of 
the Sleeping Sickness so that efforts could be focused on solving this 
problem.

 There have not been any major developments in regards to global 
travel or communication.

 The tensions between the governments of Krushkov and Fujian have 
been largely settled, and travel and trade between the Sarov Prefecture 
of Fujian and the Princedoms of Krushkov have resumed.

 The planar disturbance issue in Eastern Novarum have been largely 
kept at bay, thanks to the generous funding of the Duke of Voltara and 
the hiring of mercenary forces, as well as other alliances of convenience.

 Magus Island and the Departments of Mind and Planar Studies 
are happy to see you all returned safe, and any donations you wish to 
make to further research into the circumstances of this issue, and the 
prevention of similar events, can be made to your local Magus Island 
field representative.
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